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Roosevelt University’s Ganz Hall provided the intimate setting
Tuesday evening for a dynamic performance by Italy’s
Quintetto Bottesini in a concert sponsored by the Italian
Cultural Institute of Chicago.  Since 2006, the formidable
ensemble has been dedicated to chamber music written or
arranged for the violin-viola-cello-bass-piano combination. 
The group showcased two such works, respectively: the
Quintet in C Minor by Ralph Vaughan Williams, and Cuatro
Estaciones Porteñas  (The Four Seasons of Buenos Aires) by Astor
Piazzolla.
 
Vaughan Williams opens his quintet with a Romantic flourish
reminiscent of Brahms, eventually working his way through a
pass in unison octaves to the musical expanse so much a
distinction of his later work.  The second movement begins
mournfully, and again recalls earlier music with a chorale-like
progression before the tension builds to nearly unbearable
heights.  Vaughan Williams is his recognizable self in the
finale, writing a dialogue between unison strings and piano
that outgrows itself until melody lines overlap in a rich
texture.  The ensemble achieved a fluid balance throughout
the piece, adapting to the manic changes in mood and color.
 
The Quintetto had more opportunity to show off its
ensemble strength in Piazzolla’s tango-inspired Four Seasons,
arranged from the original score for violin, piano, electric
guitar, double bass, and bandoneón.  The strings swaggered
into Spring, carried by Linda Di Carlo’s punchy piano, and
further propelled by the cello and bass.  The tempo slowed in
Summer, a canopy of humidity hanging over imaginary
dancers, though it did not stop Roberto Della Vecchia from
swaying with his bass as he anchored the sultry atmosphere. 
Giacomo Grandi’s near-vocal cello solo highlighted Autumn
before the earthy viola from Federico Stassi continued.  The
cascading melody lines lead into Winter, and Allessandro
Cervo’s pristine violin played the delicate, falling snow.
 
The applause erupted and called the Quintetto back for an
encore, which it graciously performed: a suite by the prolific
and compatriot Ennio Morricone.  Though Morricone is
famous for scoring films American in theme (The Good, the
Bad, and the Ugly; The Untouchables), the melodies have the
unmistakable sweetness of Italian origin.  The faces of the
performers betrayed their primary allegiance, but gave
insight into the previous pieces; it is the Italian sense for
lyricism with which the Quintetto infused the English
Vaughan Williams and Argentinian Piazzolla.
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COMMENTS
Was this a one time
Thu, 2/11/2010 - 10:11am — Anonymous

Was this a one time engagement? Or will this group be back to Chicago?

reply

I believe the group was on a
Thu, 2/11/2010 - 11:59am — Elliot Mandel

I believe the group was on a short US tour--I don't know of any other
dates in Chicago.  I  linked to the Quintetto and the Italian Cultural
Institute of Chicago in the first paragrah, if you'd like more info. 
Thanks!
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